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Executive Summary

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is working in collaboration with the
Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Department of State (DOS) to define a plan for integrated
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) and the Automated Biolnetric
Identification System (IDENT) interoperability. The following actions have been or are being
taken to demonstrate how IDENT anti IAFIS wilI work together to share alien immigration
history, criminal history, and terrorist information:

DHS / 1101
Memorandum o f
l_lnderstanding
-(MOU)
Immigration and
Border
Management
Strategic Plan

D H S and DO3 will cornpletc an MOU to resolvc
data access and privacy issues concerning FBI usage
of US-VISIT data.

Completed
February 10, j
2005
r

;

IIS-VISIT is currently developing a strategic plan
Late Summer
for the imrnigratiosl and Border Management
2005
1
Enterprise. This enterprise includes federal
i
agencies, or portions of agencies, which have key
roles in managing imrni~~ation
or the flow of
individuals across the border. The strategic plan
describes the overall business vision, hctional
strategies for i~tf'onnationtechnoIogy, data
management, and facilities, and an implementation
strategy for realizing the plan. Interoperability is
]
I
critical
to
achieving
the plan.
-/ IAFIS
, DHS, LIOJ, DOS, and NIST will continue analyzing
October 2 0 0 5
the business requirements and technical altenlatives
1
Recomnes~dation presented in tiis rcpon. Together, the departmen~s
with Cost and
make a recommendation for the most technically
1 Schedule Estimate feasible and cost effective alternative, along with a
cost and schedule estimate; to achieve the
interoperability needed to support sharing of alien
immigration history, criminal history, and terrorist
information based on positive identification and the
.---

Completion of
Version 1.2

Deployment

MFIS integrated workstation to the remaining ports
of entry and Immigration and Customs Enforcement
locations through the end of 2005. L)OJ will
coritixlue to support the deployment of these
workstations through ir~vestmentin LAFIS capacity
to address the additional workload resulting from
t h--s wider deployment.
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Introduction

DHS,IIOJ, and DOS arc working collaboratively to achieve interoperability between the
Federal Bureau of Investigation's IAFlS and DHS' IDENT. Interoperability is defined as the
sharing of alien immigration history, criminal history, and terrorist information based on positive
identification and the interoperable capabilities of IDEKT and IAFIS. In the Conferees Report
of the DHS 2005 Appropriations Act and the DHS 2006 Appropriations House Report 109-79,
Congress directed DHS to prepare a report on the status of IDENT / IAFIS, including:
Status of interoperabiIity efforts;
PIan to achieve fill interoperability;
Costs of interoperability;
Timetable f i r interoperability;
Responses to recommendations contained in the March 2004 DOJ Office of the
Inspector General (OIG) Report on IDENT / IAFIS; and
Response to the issues raised in the December 2200 DOJ OIG Report on IDENT /
IAFIS.
This report responds to the requirements, and reflects the DHS position, with general
ageernent of DOJ and DOS. DOJ and DOS have also been directed to provide a report to
Congress on IDENT / IAFIS interoperability, among other things.
Status of IDENT / IAFIS Interoperability

In March 2000, DOJ deveIoped an initial implementation plan for interoperability of the
then Immigration and Naturalization Service (now DHS) IDENT system and the FBI's IAFIS.
DOJ and DHS have made substantial progress in accordance with the plan. Through March
2003, DOJ 1 INS deployed approxirnateIy 150 IDENT / IAFlS workstations to INS border
locations. These workstations provide DHS officers and agents an interim interaperabiIity
solution by enabling a simultaneous fingerprint check of IDENT and IAFlS at border patroI
stations and in secondary inspection areas at ports of entry. After Mwch 2003, responsibility for
further deployment was transferred to DHS. DHS is actively working to deliver Version 1.2 of
the implementation plan. The major phases of work of the plan and their status arc:
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I Pmvide n process to utilize two workstiions to query II3~flfand
I

W I S . The ENFORCE / D E N T workstation captures the alien
background information and queries the D E N T apprehension and
lookout databases based on two index prints. A separate workstation
captures the alien background irlforrnation and queries the IAFIS
database based on ten rolled prints. IDENT and IAFIS are integrated
only through a set of standard operating procedures. Two workstations
are required.
-------.
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[ ~ n h & c eVersion 1.0 with a new capability to return not only the IAFIS Completed
May 2002
FBI number and name, but also the associated rap sheet. DENT and
I N I S are integrated only through a sel of standard operating
I
' procedures. T& workstations are required.
---- I
----..
Enhance Version 1 .I with new workstation hardware that enablcs future Completed
lorn
software upg~adesand integration of both ENFORCE/ WENT and
i
i
IAFIS filnctions within a single workstation. The new workstation
provides access to IAFIS for sites that could not access the system
I
before. lDENT and M I S arc integrated only through a set of standard
I
operating procedures. Two workstitions are required.
-----Versions 1 .I + and 1.2(referred to as Version 1.2 in this document) are
addressed in a sirlglc release.
Deployed to all
Border Patrol
Provide a single integrated workstation to pcrform a background check
stations ,
in both D E N T and LAFIS. 'The integrated workstation processes the
(September
alien and queries both systenls based on a single set of ten rolled
2004).
fingerprints. The IAFTS query is processed within 10 minutes. l'he
Deployed to
EXiNT query is processed in two minutes. Positive responses from
over 1SO ports
both DEWT and lAFIS arc integated and provided to the agenl at the
of entry
single workstation.
(December
2004).
Integrate case information between ENFORCE and the FBI Joint
in Process
Automated Booking System (JABS) when an alien is detained and
Full
booked. The single integrated workstation will support a JABS
deployment by
compliant photograph and will allow certain M I S data to be recorded
December
withn JABS and the ENFORCE record.
I

I

'Completcd
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2005.
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Provide IAFIS with the capability to store biographic and biometric
information from the DENT apprehension database, which contains
both flat and rolled fing~rprints.This capability will allow other
federal, state and local cnforccment agencies to subrnit 10 rollcd
fingerprints for criminal checks against DENT' fingerprint records
contained within IAFIS. Note: The current definition of Versiorl 2
incorporates Versions 2,3, and 4 from the March 2000 DOJ
implementation plan. This report identifies the activities undertaken by
DI3S / US-VISIT and DOJ- / FBI -to
address
this requirement.
- - - -.
.-----_
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In Process
Integrate this
capability into
a broader set .
of
interoperability
requirements.

I

Future of IDENT 1 IAFIS Interoperability

DHS and DQJ have successfully worked together to address the requirements and
security concerns identified in the DO3 DENT / IAFlS fmplernentatiotl Plan, including the
sharing o f information on a daily basis to support each agency's mission. However, since the
development of the plan in 2000, C.:ongressional response to the events of September 1 1,2001,
has highlighted additional requirements and security concerns with IDENT / IAFIS
interoperability that have broadened the scope of the original plan.
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IDEN'I' / IAFIS lnteroperability

A broader interoperability strategy than initially contemplated is now required to address
all requirements and security concems. Congress has already identified many of these
requirements in legislation:
PATRIOT Act of 2001 : Requires the ability to check the criminal history records
for alien visa applicants, alien admissibility, and alien deportability.

USA
--.

EIomeland Security Act of 2002: Requires DI-3S to oversee and coordinate DkIS
programs for and relationships with state and local governments.
Enhanced Rordersecuritv and Visa Reform Act of 2002: Requires an interoperable law
enforcement and intelligence data system, and the ability to update IDENT as a critical
watch list with known and suspected terrorist inforrnation.
lntelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004: Requires meation of an
information sharing environment to share terrorism information across the homeland
security, law enforcement, and intelligence communities at all levels of government and
the private sector, and accelerated development of an integrated eIectronic biometric
entry-exit screening system (i.e., the Entry / Exit system).
Given the new, post-September 1 1 environment in which the federal government is
operating, additional requirements and security concerns can and must be identified. DHS, DOJ,
and DOS are comn~ittedto working together to effectively suppo~~t
national security and facilitate
legitimate travel.
Long Temt Inter.opernbility Approuch
DHS is taking a leadership role among the community of agencies that play important
roles in immigration and border management in this new environment of heightened security
concerns. DHS created the US-VISIT program to support key immigration and border
management processes across agencies. US-VIS IT incorporates a different set of non-criminal
processes supporting many additional requirements, and uses biometric and biographic
information for multiple purposes related to the movement of people into and out of the United
States. While IDEN'I" and IAFIS are critical systems for DI-fS and FBI operations, they are also
critical to thc ability of other organizations to accomplish their operations also (e.g.. DOS and
state and local law enforcement organizations). A significant level of interagency coordination,
including DOJ, DOS, the Department of Labor, the Social Security Administration, additiurlal
components of DEfS (Customs and Border Protection, Immigration and Customs Enf~rccment,
and Citizenship and Immigration Services), and state and local law enforoment organizations, is
required to ensure that all requirements and sccurity gaps are addressed, whike also facilitating
travel to and from the US, its well as immigration benefit decisions.

Addressing these requirements and security gaps requires a strategy and plan that focuses
on the most critical needs. The US-VISIT program is currently developing a compr~hensive
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strategic pian for the Immigation and Border Management Enterprise (those federal agencies, or
portions of agencies, that have key rolcs in managrng immigration or the flow of individuals
across the border). The strategic plan describes an ovwall business vision, and functional
s'trategies for information technology, data management, and facilities. Interopcrability of
systenls and processes is a critical component of the effort. DHS will cuntinue to promote
interoperability as an essential element to improve information sharing as evident in its recent
active participation in DOJ / FBI planning for IAFIS n~odernization.
US-VISIT will work with members of the enterprise to plan, design, and implement
capabilities related to interoperabili ty (One Person One Identity, Person Centric View, and
Service Oriented Architecture). These three delivery packages are defined as follows: One
Person One Identity is the capability to establish an identity for an individual., connect that
identity to avaiIable appropriate information, and verify the individuaI's identity at each
subsequent interaction. Person Centric View is the means to update and access all relevant
information about a person and provide that information to appropriate decision makers. The
Service Oriented Architecture will integrate the systems, standards, processes, procedures, and
measurements around the delivery of information services that can be used across the Enterprise.
The planning and operational capabilities associated with these delivery packages will
enable the sharing of immigration history, criminal history, and intelligence information, tied to a
single biometric identity, subject to the laws, regulations, policy, arid interagency agreements
throughout the Enterprise.
Near Term Activities

IAFIS and IDENT have made significant contributions towards national security and
of information
sharing between the two systems car1 substantially enhmce the mission effectiveness of both
agencies. An interagency Integrated Project Team (IPT), consisting of representatives fiom DQJ
/ FBI, DHS / US-VISIT Program Office, DOS, and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, was recently formed to develop an approach and implementation plan for full
interoperability. The IPT has comc together in the spirit of true cooperation and collegiality and
has already made ixnportant progress on achieving interoperability. The team performed a
preliminary evaluation of several technical alternatives for complete data sharing within highlevcl legal, privacy, and policy parameters.
protecting our country's borders; however, increasing the scope and timeliness

Business Needs: Congress has indicated a critical need for IAFIS and IDENT to share
information to the maximum extcnt possible. To support the mission of solving crimes,
preventing terrorism, and vetting employment applications for sensitive positions, thc FBI needs
the ability to search, as appropriate, cntain state, local, ancnd other federal agency records,
including latent fingerprints, against IDENT. Similarly, to support the DHS mission of
protecting the country's borders, controlling illegal entry and exit, and facilitating lawful
immigration and travel, DHS n d s the ability to search administrative records, such as
applications for admission to the U.S., as well as immigration and criminal enforcement records
against IAFIS. DOS needs to be able to search visa applicant fingerprints against relevant alien
fingterp~tfiles in IAFIS.
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In the emerging concept of the shared data model approach, each agency would provide a
synchronized read-only- copy
data to the other agency's site. There, it wouId
- - of their fingerprint
- and secondly,
serve a dual role:
the receiving agency would use the read-only copy to conduct fingerprint searches in support of
their mission. Each agcncy would provide the information technology capacity to access the
other agency's fingerprint data to meet their own workioad and response time requirements.
When an agency gets a hit, it could request from the other agency the latest biographic and other
case information related to the hit.
Scalability for both the expected increase in the number of daily transactions and the
continual growth in the size of the databases is a critical issue for both agencies in this model.
The FBI database is expected to grow at historical rates of 5 percent per year, and the DHS
database is ~xpectedto grow by a factor of 10 within the next five years. Planning efforts
currently underway will address the need for both agencies to meet performance requirements in
an environment with significant database growth, without impacting current ~nissior~
operations.

Estimated Cost: DHS has successfully completed work on Versions 1.1 and 1.2 of the
original IDENT i IAFIS Implementation Plan within current firnding.

Estimated Chst of Version 1.2: As of November 2004, DHS had deployed the Version
I .2 integrated workstation, developed under the origina1 IDENT / IAFIS Implementation Plan, to
all Border Patrol stations and all major ports of entry. DHS plans to deploy additional Version
I .2 integrated workstations to the remaining ports of entry, and Immigration and Customs
Enforcement locations by December 2005. DHS estimates the cost of this additictnal deployment
to be $7.5 million.
Estimated C,bst of Full Irztc!roperability: IDENT 1 IAFIS interoperability must meet the
needs of all agencies involved in immigration and border management processes. The approach
being pursued under the auspices of the strategic plan will provide an understanding of the
interoperability needs across all members of the Enterprise. In the interim, however, the IPT has
developed an initial cost estimate related to the technical solution example described above.
DHS, DOJ, and DOS refine this estimate and highlight the primary integration and development
costs to achiave biornettic interoperability. While DHS is still finalizing the parameters of the
system development needs for 2006, if needed, additional resources to support continued
implementation will be consider through reprogramming of existing available FY 06 funds.
Both the Departments of Homeland Security and Justice will develop budget requests, within
internal departm-1
budgct planning process, to support the necessary level of funding for
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IDEh"T/IAF;IS interoperability for 2007 and beyond.

Regarding thc example solution, costs were estimated for three primary project segments:
conversion to a 10-print enrollment and background check process, Initial Operating Capability,
and Full Operating Capability. Costs were estimated making extensive use of commercial-ofTthe-shelf technology. Although costs for DOS operations (including increased personnel and
facility modifications at posts) are included in this estimate, increased costs for DHS operations
at primary, secondary, and examiner verification have not been included. Also, there will be
additional costs from increased operations and staffing due to the expected increase in the
apprehension, detention, and prosecution of greater numbers of illegal aliens.

of costs and scheduIe. A thorough analysis of these prospectivc solutions---based on more
detailed policy, business process, and technical requirements-must be performed to determine
the most effective and cost efficient alternative. 'The IPT is committed to conducting this
analysis. and offering a recommendation by the end of 2005 for use in agency and administration
decision-making.

The Initial Opcrating Capability (IOC), tentativeIy planned to be achieved about two
ycars from projcct start, will convert the current ?-print DHS IDENT to support 10-print
rarch capabilit&. and basic
processing,-and will establish a
biographic/case data share mechanisms. Full Operating Capability (FOC) shouId be achieved
about 1.5 years afier IOC. FOC includes incredsed makhe;
appropriate to the
increased volumes expected by FY2009, faster FBI data search times, and more comprehensive
biographiclcase data sharing.
The cost and scheduIe estimates were constructed based upon a combination of fonnal
estimating models along with expert and historical expcrience in constructing similar systems. A
team of subject matter experts from IDENT, IAFIS, NIST, and industry experts met over an
extcnded period, wit11 support from DOS, to analyze the specific capabilities required to integrate
IDENT and IAFIS. 'The team decomposed the proposed so1utian into components, used direct
exper-ience when possible, priced components with credible and experienced vendors when
necessary, and used generally accepted business practices. Workloads and database sizes were
pryjected to a point five years in the future and system performance was extrapolated to the
projected workloads and database sizes. Cost estimates were based on present day dollars for
mmmercia1-off-the-shelf (COTS) products from existing architectures, and Genera1 Services
Administration schedule prices were used for other COTS products. Once the cstimates were
formed, the team presented the findings to IDENT, IAFIS, and various outside subject matter
experts for quality assurance purposes to ensure that team did not overlook a significant
component or double count. A 20 percent contingency factor was applied consistent with
acceptable business practice when providing cost estimates at the conceptual level.

IDENT 1 1AFIS Interopesabitity
Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General (OIG) Kecom~ncndations

March 2004 Department o f Jristice OIG Rec:ornrnendurions

'I'he FY 2005 Appmpriations report requirement called for DHS to respond to the
reconlmendations contained in the March 2004 DCIJ OIG report. It should be noted that the
Dccember 2004 DOJ OIG report considered only the first recommendation still open.
I.

The D0.J should develop und implement a mernor.andtlm ofundei=~tnndirzg(Moll) with
the DHS to guide rhe inlegralion of D E N T and IAFlS

In February 2005, DHS,DOJ, and DOS signed an MOU to address FBI access to
infom~ationcontained within US-VISIT systems. DHS has provided the FRI with access
to US-VISIT and immigration violator data, user accounts to FBI analysts, and exwacts of
data to IAFIS in support of DOJ operational needs.
To date, IIHS and 1)OJ have successfiilly operated without an MOU to complete the
Version I .2 work being addressed in the DOJ Implementation Plan, or enable long-tern1
interoperability of IDENT m d IAFIS for criminal history and law enforcement purposes.
The IPT discussed in this report is responsible for having made much of the progress
toward longer-term interoperability and demonstrates our ability to work together toward
a common goal. The IPT established a set of guiding principles and a chartcr that clearly
defines scope, mission, and responsibilities. The IPT is led by an Exccutive Committee
comprised of executives fiom each agency participating in the long-term1 interoperability
effort.
An MOU is an important vehicle to enable information sharing and to ensure that the
necessary protections are clearly delineated such that the privacy of legitimate travelers is
properly protected through explicit procedures for access to the data and normal audit
provisions are included. As DHS and DOJ continue to make progress toward
accomplishing the DOJ Implementation Plan and long-term interoperability, an MOIJ
may be needed to support the resc~lutionof policy issues, planning and development of
the remaining versions if needed, and funding issues such as cost sharing. DHS expects
to work under the auspices of the existing MOU, expanding or revising it as necessary to
accommodate on-going work.

17.

The D o J .shozlld nsLyignresponsibili~).fir
coordinating (2nd overseeing the integration
project to a .senior DUJ qflcial

DHS nnd DOJ have coltinucd to make progress in the exccution of the original DO3
Implementation Plm. DOJ, in conjunction with the DOJ OIG, has bcen successful in
providing a focus on the criticality of the effort and the law enforcement requirements
that must be addressed. DHS would like to complete the dRployment of V m i o n 1.2
under the existing DOJ plan and leadership approach.
The near and long term activities identified in this report will require the collaboration of
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DEPS, DCIJ, DCS, and other agencies. It is appropriate that a senior official from each
participating agency be identified, and that these officials commit to working together to
achieve long-tenn interoperability.
3.

The DO./should pursue cxpeditiou~lythe development of Version 2 oj'the iBEN'r/'.4F'IS
htegrution Pro/ect, which will provide the DHS apprehension and criminal historj~
i~formationto otherJeclcl-al, state, and local law c~Jbrcemen t ugencies.

DHS agrees that the requirements of Version 2 of the DOJ Implementation Plan should
be expeditiously gathered and analyzed, but does not believe that development can begin
immediately. DHS is aware that there may be law enforcement nceds for data contained
within IDENT that is not currently sent to JAFIS; however, the requirements for this data
have not been well defined. State and Iocal law enforcement agencies have indicated that
they are not interested in thc vast majority of the data contained in IDENT, which is
administrative in nature. They have expressed an interest in accessing data upon which
specific law enforcement action must be taken.
Since 2003, DHS has provided lAFIS with the Inlmigration Violator FiIe (IVF) so that
biometric and biographic i~lformationcan be made available to other law enforcement
entitics, including state and local. This data file includes records for crirnir~nlaliens that
could be of interest to other law enforcement agencies through access to IAFIS. In
addition, the Version 1.2 IDENT / IAFIS workstation provides a real-time update to
JABS for DHS criminal bookings. The combination of the Version 1.2 workstation and
the IVF provides the FBI with all ten-fingerprint records that are captured during the
course of criminal alien processing by DHS. This enswm that law enforcement agencies
using lAFIS can access criminal alien information fiom DHS. Thesc capabilities satisfy
a known subset of the broader information sharing requirements for law enforcement
purposes, and they were delivered in advance of Version 2.
DHS is committed to providing entities that rely on IAFIS data, including federal, state.
and local law enforcement agencies, with access to alien biometric and biographic
information that may be relevant during the cvurse of law e~lforcc~ncnt
activities. Dl-IS
plans to address these issues as a compc~nentof the broader set of interoperability and
data sharing requirements for not only the IDENT system and the criminal processes that
are currently being addressed under the DOJ Implementation Plan, but also for the needs
of all agencies involved in immipttion and border management processes. Therefore,
DHS does not plan to address these require~nentsunder Version 2.0 as defined in the DO1
Implementation Plan, but as part of the larger Strategic Plan that is described in this
report. The 1PT is the means by which these broader requirements will be understood
m d addressed.
4.

The IJOJshould work with the DHS to update the FBI's "wants and warrants"
information with IDENT on a daily, rather than bi-weekly, basis until IDENT and IAFB
areafullyintegrated.

The recommendation was implemented in May 2004. Since that time, the FBI has

provided DHS with a Wants and Warrants file on a daily basis. The extract provides users
of the IDENT lookout database with a subset of criticd LAFIS criminal history
information that is updated on n daiIy basis. Critical user communities that benefit
include users of the IDENT 1.1 workstations that have not yet been upgraded to 1.2
workstations (expected to be complete by the end of 2005), and the users of US-VISIT.
In addition, DHS continues to work with DQJ to further enhance criminal history
information to include wants and warrants for individuals of unknown origin, updates of
the latent fingerprint file, and criminal history information that has been filtered or
prioritized based on severity of crime to cnsure that they are relevant to the decisioxts
made by immigration and border management decision makers.
5.

The DOJ should coordinate with the DHS to establish procedures to ensztre that the
criminal histories qf all aliens who have n lookout or LAFiS hit are provided to and
reviewed by the Border Patrol. Itr addition, we urge the DEB to make these criminal
histoty records part o f tlze official record of its encounter. with the alien. Fzdrther, we
encourage the Border Patrol to create a uniform policy for all Border Patrol Sectors and
for handling lookout hits.
stations that outlines appropriate procedtrre,~
DHS agrees that agents require criminal histories fi-om both IAFIS and IDENT. The OIG
documented this recommendation based on the process and procedures in placc at the
time of the Batres case in 2002. Since that time, DHS and DOJ have coIlaboratively
devcIoped the 1.1 +/I .2 IDENT / IAFIS workstation that perfonns a near real-time IAFIS
criminal history search in parallel with an IDENT apprehension and lookout search (in
other words, the criminal histories of a1l aliens who have a lookout or IAFIS hit are
provided to the Border Patrol using this integrated workstation). The Version 1,1+'1.2
IDENT / JAFIS workstation provides tile processing agent with a fingerprint search of the
IAFIS database within 2 minutes, with an end-to-end response time of 3 to 5 minutes, and
provides the agent with a combined response from both D E N T and IAFIS fiom which
the agent can deternline the appropriate course of action required. A11 Border Patrol
stations and over half of the ports of entry are using the 1.1 +/1.2 IDENT / IAFIS
workstation as of November 2004.

Those locations that have not yet received the new workstation arc supported by Version
1.1 processes, which do not have the benefit of an integrated IAFIS criminal histoxy
check. The DOJ OIG identified issues with the ability of agents to consistently utilize the
separate IDENT workstation and Western Identification Network/Autornated Fingerprint
Identification System (WIN / AFIS) criminal background check processes. To ensure
that DHS personnel at locations with Version 1.1 workstations understand the proper
process and procedure, DHS developed a comprehensive web-based lDENT training
program that became operational in 2004. This training is mandatory, and covers
important IDENT processes mcl system information to help ensure that agents understand
established process and procedures.
DHS agrees that IDENT and LAFIS criminal history "hits" should become part of the
official record during an encounter with an alien. Procedures currently in place require
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that the processing agent document the receipt of information fi-om IDEWT and IAFIS
and document how the infornlation was used during processing. The DHS also agrees
that a uniform policy across a11 Border Patrol stations for lookout hits is required. The
Bureau of Customs and Border Protection established and issued written procedures that
outlined appropriate steps for handling IDENT lookout hits and MFIS hits. In addition,
procedures were developed to ensure that the Border Patrol is provided wit11 IDENT
lookout and IAFIS hit information for review when processing aliens.
Decenz her 2004 DO1 CIIG K econzrnendations

'The FY 2006 Appropriations House report requirement called for Dl1S to respond to the
issues raised in the Deccmber 2004 DOJ OIG report. That report expressed concern about
disagreements among DHS, DOJ, and DOS on the definition and required elements of ax1
interoperabIe biometric fingerprint system. The report also expressed concerns that efforts to
reach agreement were stalled. The establishment of the IPT and IPT's significant progress on
reaching agrecrnent on business sequirerncnts and feasible technical alternatives for long-term
interoperability should allay these concerns. 'The IPT is working cooperatively and collegially.
DHS,DOJ / FBI, and DOS are committed to identifying and implementing a rnutually agreeable
plan for ensuring true interoperability, and the accomplishments of the IPT represent the most
significant progress made to date in this regard.

1DENT / IAFIS fnteroyerabilify
DHS Appendix: Potential IDENTfIAFIS Interopcrability Requirements

DEIS has identified a series of potential requirements that were not included in the
Plan. While the long-term interoperability solution is expected to
original DOJ Imple~~~entation
address many of these requirements, several could enhance national security in the short term.
Many of these requirements may also require substantial investment to achieve. DIlS believes
the IPT now in existence can consider these requirements kom both a short- and long-term
perspective.

IAFIS Response Time. During an adverse action, an immigration or border agent receives an
immigration criminal history response from the IDENI' in less than two minutes and lookour
information in less than 30 seconds. Inspectors at a port of entry receive this information in less
than 10 seconds. IAFIS completes a fingerprint search of the full database within 2 minutes,
with an end-to-end response time of 3 to 5 minutes. DHS will work with the P T on exploring
the rneans to ensure IAFIS criminal history response times are more in line with h s e currently
supported by IDEN?', across all relevant data sets. It is anticipated that the prospective tc~hnical
solutions discussed in this report will address this item.
IAFIS Criminal History Data. To ensure that inmigration authorities have access to the mast
relevant information in IDENT, DHS has requested that additional criminal histories of persons
who are foreign born or of unknown origin be provided to DHS / [DENT. The FBI has
responded that this request would require 720 days to complete. DHS will work with the IPT to
explore the means to address an expedited timeframe to provide this additional criminal history
information. It is anticipated that the prospective technical solutions discussed in lhis report will
also address this item.
Searches b ~ , S v e r i tof
y Offense. IAFIS does not provide DHS with criminal history information
that is specifically relevant to the decisions thpt immigration authorities need to make. Rather,

IDENT / IAFIS Interoperabil.iQ
JAFIS provides immigration authorities with the full cnminol history of an individual when a
background check is performed and a match is made. 'I'he processing agent must review and
assess the relevance of information using established pl-ocedures. This adds additional time to
operations and can significantly impact processes like inspections. The impact can be significant
given the volume of visitors that US-VISIT must support. Moreover, DHS has found that the
majority of criminal history information is not relevant to the officer agent reviewing the rap
sheet provided by IAFIS. DHS has developed a method using electronic rap sheet information to
cietermirle which records are relevant to admissibility decisions that can be explored in the '
context of'the longer-term solution. In the meantime. DHS is working with thc FBI on how to
get extracts with the sub-set of offenses most relevant to immigration decision-making at DHS.

Federal, State and Local Law Enforcement Access to lDENT Apprel~ensionData. [DENT
apprehension data is created as a result of DHS encounters with aliens that do not result in a
criminal prosecution. DHS is aware that there may be law enforcement needs for some of this
data. The new plan should define these requirements and the associated policies and procedures
for Dl-IS interaction with law enforcement in response to their use of the information.
Federal. State, and Local Law Enforcement Access to IDENT Immigration Vblator File. The
IDENT immigration Violator File supports the currently defined interoperability standards that
enforcement agencies use to communicate information to the National Crime Information Center
(NCIC). However, the data uploads are performed In real-time. 'The new plan shouId include
new interoperability requirements that may affect the h i g a t i o n Violator File or IDENT.
Processinn Fewer Than 10 F i n g ~ r i n t s .IAFIS does not have the capability to manage biornetric
fingerprint records that include fewer than 10 rolled fingerprints, even for verification against a
known record, other than as latent. DHS would like the IPT to explore opportunities to enhance
IAFIS to accept less than 10 rolled fingerprints to further interoperability efforts, and 10 prints in
other than st rolled format, such as flat or slap formats, to scconlmodate technical advances.
DOJ / FE31 and DOS have ongoing piIots testing the match of both 2 flat pnnts and 10 flat prints
against the IAFIS database, and the FBI installed a capability to handle 14 flat transactions in
J I U I U E L ~2005.
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